Team game:

Lean on me
In this game of balance and
coordination you’ll need the
support of your team if you
want to win!
Game rules:
• Minimum 3 players per team
• 1 referee to call out the
formations (see right)
• Fastest team to get into the
formation will win a point
• You have 30 seconds to get into
the formation for each round
• Any team who doesn’t get
themselves into the formation
in time will be disqualified
• The last team standing or the
team with the highest points
are the winners

Warm up
As a team, you have 30 seconds
to get yourselves into the
following formation: 2 hands on
the floor and three feet.
Round 1
6 hands and 3 feet on the floor
Round 2
2 feet, no hands on the floor
Round 3
2 feet and 4 hands on the floor
Round 4
1 hand, 3 feet and one head on
the floor

Tie-breaker
As a team, you have 15 seconds
and cannot speak, to get
yourselves into the following
formation: 2 feet, no hands,
and one head on the floor.
Playing with a big group?
The game can be adapted for
bigger groups by adding more
hands/ feet to each round. Feel
free to add extra rounds of hands/
feet/elbows formations to our list
to make things easier or more
challenging depending on the
group you’re playing along with.
Why are we asking you to play
this game?
We all rely on each other
occasionally for support, and that’s
ok. We need the help of others to
survive and thrive. Being homeless
or at risk of becoming homeless
makes it very hard to have a
decent life and take part in society.
People in this situation may need
support from the government,
or organisations like Crisis
to help end or prevent their
homelessness. Making sure that
everyone has safe, stable home
benefits us all by creating a
stronger, more productive society.

#ScraptheAct:
Homelessness should not be a
crime. But an old law called the
Vagrancy Act, makes it a crime
sleep on the streets or beg in
England and Wales.
It’s the opposite of what you need
when you’re homeless – what
people need is support. That’s
why Crisis along with a number of
other charities are calling on the
government to #ScraptheAct
www.crisis.org.uk/ScraptheAct
Today, you can support Crisis by:
Making a badge of solidarity
supporting the #ScraptheAct
campaign
Tweet us @CrisisPeople with
your badge with the hashtag
#ScraptheAct
Instagram your badge tagging
@Crisis_uk with the hashtag
#ScraptheAct
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